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Malcolnt X and 
.King 01eet 
On Wednesday, Nov. 5, Anthony Davis, '72, and Reginald 
Willis will present a play called "The Meeting," which depicts 
what a meeting between Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm 
X could have been like. Sponsored by the Office of Multicultural -
Affairs (OMA),.Programs in I>eace an4 Justice, and the theol-
ogy department, the play will begin at 7 p.m. in the University 
Center Theatre. Dr. Walker Gollar of the theology department 
and Ms. Terri Hurdle, OMA, will lead a discussion about the on 
going battle for civil and human rights following the play. 
Assassins revealed 
"Inside the School of Assassins," a movie which tells 
of the trained killers believed to be responsible for the murder 
of six Jesuits in El Salvador in 1989 .• will be shown in the 
Schott Multipurpose Room on Monday, Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m. 
and in Kelley Auditorium on Wednesday, Nov. 5 at the same 
time. -The program is sponsored by Amnesty International, 
programs in peace and justice, peace studies, Latin American 
studies, the Jesuit community, theolbgy club and the Spanish 
club. 
Free pizza~ .-
Some Coca-Cola products in vending machines on cam-
pus will be sporting winning stickers for free Papa John's 
pizzas. From now through December, 100 large plzzas ($10 
value) will be given away., To redeem your sticker, take it to 
Auxiliary Services in Walsh Hall during normal office hours 
for a free pizza c_oupon. , · · i 
·24-hour lab open 
The computer lab in the University Center is now open 
24 hours a day to students. The hours are from 8 a.m. on 
Sundays through midnight on Saturdays, with exceptions over 
holiday breaks and summer terms. -
-compiled by Kara Benken 
Searrity Notes 
Tuesday, Oct. 21 
. . . . . . 
A suspect was identified with the theft of a coin box from 
the first floor of Hinkle Hall on Oct. 17 at 10 p.m. The suspect, 
a cleaning contractor, was fired and will face criminal charges. 
· Thursday, Oct. 23, 3:45 p.m. 
A commuter student reported the theft of a mountain bike 
from the bike rack between McDonald Library and Schott Hall. 
Security Note of the Week 
Sunday, Oct. 26, 12:30 a.m. 
Xavier police responded to a reported loud off cam-
pus house party on the 3900 block oflvanhoe Avenue to 
back up Norwood police. Three students were cited by 
Norwood police for tunning a disorderly house. A fourth 
student was arrested and charged for disorderly conduct 
while intoxicated. 
· ~ompiled by. Amy Zywicki 
Radical radiO Ch3Ilges 
( co,ntinued fronJ, page _1) 
Issues with the student-run 
WXRC have also recently surfaced. 
The program, which allows students 
to -produce and deejay their own 
shows on weekday nights through 
Xavier's info station, will be tempo-
rarily suspended after Thanksgiv-· 
. ing. 
_The suspen·sion will allow for 
WXRC to become mpre organized 
and to apply for status as a Xavier 
club. 
A mission statement and an -
adviser are necessary-to reevaluate 
and reconstruct the program. 
"This time ·off will make it 
better and will help it become more 
organized," said Donahue, who is 
one of the students selected to help 
improve the broadcast. 
"WVXU has done a lot to 
help out with WXRC, and we can't 
thank them enough," he sa_id. 
The decision to restructure the 
program stemmed f.rom several in..: 
Students such as these in the Audio Production and Technology class 
- will have to wait to take the airwaves on WXRC.-~ 
cidents. this semester involving the 
broadcasting of abusive language. 
SophomoreJenEskrais work-
ing closely with Donahue and 
wvxu· s network operations 
directior, George Zahn, and director 
of public affiars, Vickie Jones, to 
reevaluate the program. -
_"We are basically trying to 
come up with a structure that will 
allow students to be creative but not 
abuse station time either," Eskra 
said. 
One of the additional focuses 
is on more and creative advertising 
for the program; _ 
Eskra expects WXRC to be 
broadcasting again on Channel 49 
by the beginning of spring semester, 
1998. 
Valerie Phillips contributed to this 
story. 
Crosstown Shoutout begins 
BY KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
an entry form and a copy of the speech outline to Dr. 
Welker by Wednesday, Nov. 12 (ML 5171)~ Students 
will then by notified of their eligibility within five days. 
Xavier and the University of Cincinnati will put Finalists will deliver their speeches on Wednes-
a new spin on the competitive spirit of the Crosstown day, Nov. 19 at 3:30p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. A panel 
Shootbut with the first annual Crosstown Shoutout on· of judges made of alumni and staff will pick the winners 
Friday, Dec. 12. based on content and delivery, who will then give their 
The competition will involve three finalists from· speeches competing with the top three UC finalists in the 
·each school delivering speeches on the topic, "What -Terrace Room at noon on Friday, Dec. 12. 
should be the role ofintercollegiate athletics on college· "We will be competitive, many of our scholars 
and univer~ity campuses today?" . - - have s~rong opinions and' are well"trained in public 
The idea was conceived by a Xavier alumnus speaking," Welker said. · 
who brought the idea to the attention of Dr. Linda tinie "I believe that·effective communication is the key 
of the Skyline Chili Crosstown Shootout on Saturday, to rhetorical competency, which fits with Xavier's mis-
Dec. 13. - sionto fully educate each student," she said. - · 
'Students who are interested are asked to submit 
•PRSSA .·resumes 
resume workshop 
AssT. NE.ws EDITOR 
"Resumes. serve as an agenda elude internship possibilities .. 
during an interview," said Murphy. "I really encourage all stu-
"Interviewers wantto be able . dents, not just those interested in 
· to scan it _quickly so it is extremely communication, to attend," said 
. .. On Wednesday, Oct. 29, the importanttO- have a clear, easy to Piech. 
Xavier chapter of the Public Rela- · readforinatthatisrelevarittothejob "PRSSA offers tremendous 
tion~ ·Student Society of America your applying for." . . financial and potential job opportu-
(PRSSA) willsponsor a resume and La8t year, C~areers and Com- nities for students . .Just by being a 
portfolio writing workshop from 4- munfoation Night offered students a · member, you can apply for the 
6 p.rri.. in the OKl Room of the simifarworkshop: PRSSA scholarships and attend 
University Center. . '~I really felt last year's work- PRSA (Public Relations Society of 
· "A strong resume is what shop was beneficial," said secretary America) meetings downtown. The 
makes or breaks the opportunity to of PRSSA Anne Buschmann. PRSA meetings are a great way to 
get an internship," said president of "It gives students an oppor- make contacts in Cincinnati with 
PRSSA Kathy Piech. tunity to broaden' their skills and people who can get you internships 
"A resume is your way of find out what is available out there. now and jobs upon gra~ation." 
telling an employer 'I am the perfect in their fields." The Xavier chapter of the 
·· person for the job. I am a hard Following the resume work- PRSSA is currently in the process of 
worker and I pay attention to detail.' shop, there will be a session on how expanding its chapter and will begin 
. This is what gets you an internship, to organize a professional portfolio. doing fund-raisers as well as spon-
and ultimately a job." - According to Piech, a pro- soring on-campus events. 
Colleen Murphy of Career fessional portfolio gives any person "This workshop is the first of 
Services will be on hand to discuss looking for an internship -an extra several planned efforts by PRSSA 
the importance and the characteris- edge. to provide helpful programs on ca-
tics of a well-groomed resume. "Students will learn how to reers and job search techniques for 
''The purpose ofaresume is to coordinate their writing samples and students," said adviser for PRSSA 
introduce a candidate to an inter- projects into a presentable resource Thomas Schick. 
viewer," said Murphy. that is sure to erihance any inter- "Other up coming activities 
"Resumes in and of them- view,'! said Piech. includeguestspeakersfromCincin~ 
selves don't necessarily get you a Members of PRSSAwill also nafrarea public relations agencies 
job, but they do get you an inter-' give a brief presentation on the vari- and other area co,mpanies." 
view." 
, Murphy encourag~s students 
who have a resume to bring it to the 
workshop for some professional 
feedback. 
ous scholarship opportunities avail- For more information on ei-
able to students simply by being a ther the resume and portfolio work-
member. · shop or PRSSA, contact Thomas 
These scholarships rage from Schick at 745-2954 or Kathy Piech 
$500-2,000, some of which also in- at 985-5971. 
·nid you· know 
• • -• 
·In an effort to provide quality customer service, the offices of the Bursar and· 
Financial Aid are working together to create a biweekly information column for 
the Newswire. This column will allow the offices of to communicate important 
information to students. For example, this week's column gives information 
about how your financial aid andBursar account can affect pre-registration. 
·Since the purpose of this column is to improve communication between our 
· offices and the student body, we welcome-Input from students regarding possible. 
column topics. Please let us know what you find confusing about the financial aid 
and billing process. Our goal is to minimize the worry about how you finance your 
education. 
As a way to generate student interest in this column, we are kicking-off our 
initial column by announcing the start of a "N rune the Column" contest. A $50 prize 
will· be· deposited to the All Card of the student with the winning title. Staff· and 
student employees from both offices will dedde the winner .. Submit your entries to 
the Office of the Bursar through campus mail at #3181. Please clearly mark your 
envelope "Nrune the Column Contest." Entries must be received by Friday, Nov. 7. 
Did you.know ... 
Priority· registration starts Tuesday, Nov.11, 1997'. 
To participate in priority registration, your student account must be completely 
· current. If you intend for your student loan to clear the balance of your account, yoµ 
must be sure that the Offfoe of Financial Aid has all of the necessary paperwork on 
file .. 
Your Perkins loan will not be deducted from your Bursar charges if you have not 
· . signed your Perkins promissory note. The Perkins promissory note can be signed in 
the Office of the C.omptroller in Schmidt Hall. . 
The Office of the Bursar has a night slot in their front door where payments or 
. messages can be left any time Alter Hall is open. Transactions left in the night slot 
are processed the next busiµess day. The Office ofFinancialAid also has a night slot 
iri thei1'fron~ door for pape:rWorkand messages dropped off after busin~sshours. 
. . ' . . ' . . . 
. . . . 
No more security 
BY KARA BENKEN. 
NEWS EDITOR 
The Xavier campus police departme~t is refurbishing their program 
to better serve and protect the university. _In May 1995, the Ohio Revised 
Code granted the Board of Trustees of private universities the right to 
establish their own police departments. 
This allows campus departments to enforce both university regula-
tions and state laws and statutes. In keeping with the furthered responsi-
bilities of the police department, training has also increased. 
With training comes defining specific procedures and examples of 
instances in which certain behaviors are appropriate, namely the use of 
mace, batons; extended batons, and handguns in specific conditions and 
striking zones. 
Police Chief Mike Couch has been working with his department and 
Xavier officials to develop a Use of Force Policy, which defines these 
standards. In addition to specific policies and increased training, the 
department has reques,ted that officers be allowed to carry a handgun 24 
hours a day rather than just the night hours 0f 7 p.m. - 7 a.m. 
While officers have had access to firearms at all hours in case of an 
emergency, many people in the Xavier community feel that true protection 
means armed officers at all times. 
· Vice President of Student Development Dr. Ron Slepitza addressed 
this issue at the Student Senate meeting on Monciay. 
"While I am still researching the issue and certainly still seeking 
student opinion, we are examining the possibility of an increased 
professionalization of the police force," Slepitza said. 
"The fact is, there is an increase in crime around Xavier's campus, 
although within the Xavier triangle there has been virtually no crime. We 
can't determine when a violent incident will occur," said Slepitza. 
Carrying handguns 24 hours a day is standard procedure with over 
80 percent of private universities, according to an authoritative source who 
wished to remain anonymous. 
............................... 
• • 4 Bedrooms :• 
• 
FREE utilities • 
• 
• • 
• 
• deck .. 
. . 
• kitchen. 
• • 
• • 
-· • 
. $250/month • 
• 
11/2 bath 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
All of ho~se must be rented for discounted price: 
. . . '.. . 
1··800-KAP·TEST 
wW\Y.kaplan.com · · 
Classes 
starting in 
·November! 
(:all now to 
reserve your 
seat! 
*MCAT Is a registered trademark of the AssociilUon of Anierlcan Medical Coll8Qe5. 
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Students grapple with 
Greek system 
"I.want an answer and I feel temorarowofGreekhousesaround 
BY AMY ZYWICKI the students deserve one," said stu- Xavier's campus," said Coyle. 
AssT. NEWS EDITOR dent senator senior Bill Kellermeyer. "This is a matterof protecting 
"[It is] fine [if there is] no the minority while respecting the 
Greek life, students didn't want it, majority," said Coyle. 
Board Of Trustees didn't want it- A portion of the student body 
that's fine but when they involve has received permission to petition 
The past year has been filled students input in a Greek life survey a national Greek organization to 
withmuchdebateonwhetherornc:it and then don't tell the students the come to Xavier's campus. How-
Xavier should adopt a social Greek results, to me this doesn't live up to ever, no group is interested due to 
system. A Greek· Life Task Force the Jesuit ideals that they have been the stringent guidelines and criteria 
recently recommended to the Board preaching." the university has for the organiza-
ofTrustees thatthere is not a present According to Kellermeyer, tions. 
need for a system, yet some)ssues thereissomesort0funwrittencrite- Others students like Junior 
concerningthisdecisionarenotrest- ria for organizations that seems to Blythe Beck claims many students 
ing well with students. be preventing students from form- came to Xavier because there is no 
This task force of Xavier fac- ing any type of Greek system. Greek system. "I grew up in a state 
ulty and leaders from Student Gov- "Since there is no written where people are raised to get into 
ernment and Student Development policy, then students should be able the right sorority and be in the right 
and members of social Greek orga- to start a fraternity or sorority if they circle of friends. I thought it was 
nizations from Xavier investigated feel it will 'fulfill their social needs, unimportant.'' 
the possible need for a social Greek yet their is so much red tape it is Some feel since Xavier has 90 
system on campus. virtually impossible." clubs which include academic, ath-
The year long study included Kellermeyer says the prob- letic, and social, that there is no real 
extensive research. lem with this undeclared decision reason for a Greek system. 
Surveys were sent out to a concerning the Greek system is de- "We already have a lot of or-
random sample of students, follow- spite what administrators say stu- ganizations that meet the student's 
up phone calls were made and focus dents' needs are not being m~t. needs," said associate director of 
groups were conducted. "The Task Force concluded <Student services for leadership and 
The evidence showed, "Not . that students did .not present a ne'ed ·: 'orientation Kimberlie Goldsberry .. · 
all students wanted social Greek sys~ for a Greek system; but that is not all . ' . · While thi~ may in fact be true, .. 
terns," said president of the student together true. In my opinion, the it h,as been more than a year since 
government, Dave Coyle. African American community's the issues concerning the adoption 
· Whilethesurveyshowedtheir needs are not being met because of a Greek system at Xavier were 
was no need for a Greek system at they have to go to UC to fulfill their . addressed, yet the continued con~ 
this time, no formal policy was Greek lite needs that are not being troversy is still reminiscent. 
drawnupstatingthis, norwereany met here at Xavier," said. According to Kellermeyer,. 
formal statement made on the sur- .Kellermeyer. "This issue will not be resolved un- . 
veys results. The issue most people are til we, the students, are formally 
This_ lack of communication dealing with involves the ·assump- made aware of the results of the 
between the administrators and the tion that the implementation· of a survey and informed of any policy, 
students concerning the survey's Greek organization means the uni- written or unwritten, concerning 
findings is what is causing some versity has a Greek system. Greek life at Xavier." 
students to question the University's "The university and Board of . Joy Constantino contributed to 
commitment to the students. Trustees does not want a Greek sys~ this story .. 
Urban service 
The Urban Service Learning Panel will hold an information 
session for the spring semester on Nov. 4 from 4-5 p.m. in the 
· .Honors House. Refreshments will be. served. 
fregnant and unsure? 
Think you are pregnant?? Call Birthright at 241-5433, the 
Crisis Center Hotline. 
Colleges attempt to combat gradeinflation 
got Cs or D.; no Fs were given out history and other such majors in 
that year. , trouble when they take science 
The odd thing about grade . classes. 
inflation is that it's happening when An English major once came 
first, the education system in this to Gail Mahood, head of the geol-
. country is in full crisis mode and ogy and environmental sciences 
second, when ACT and SAT tests department at Stanford University, 
aren't rising along with grades. Stanford, Calif., upset over aB grade 
"That's the definition of in Mahood's introductory geology 
grade inflation: when grades go up class. 
overaperiodoftinieandtheachleve-. "She thought it was terrible 
ment grades represent doesn't go up because iri her department, B is 
accordingly," says Perry Zirkel, a mediocre," Mahood recalls. "In my 
professor iri the· education depart- class, a B is perfectly fine:" 
ment at Lehigh. By the same token, pre-med 
That's precisely the problem and science majors who take hu-
with grade inflation. As and Bs are manities courses can be frustrated 
tumingintothekindergartenequiva- ·by the subjectiveness of the grad-
.lent of gold stars: ·Everyone gets ing. 
one, and therefore they don't meail "They really don.'t want to 
much. 
The problem is more marked 
iIJ the humanities than the hard sci-
ences; educators note. "I'm a math 
professor, and in math there are right 
and wrong answers," says Bickel. 
"Grading humanities essays is much 
more subjective; there's more room 
for disagreement." 
: Softer grading in humanities 
classes sometimes lands English, 
write the essays and such buy they 
want an A," says Avril, who is also 
a teaching.~sistant at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. 
At other school around the 
nation, faculty committees are. re-
tooling report cards so they more 
clearly show a student's ach,ieve-
men ts. 
Four yeru:s ago, Dartmouth 
started listing the studerit' s grades,. 
themediangradeintheclassandthe ing .classes three times," says 
class size on report cards. Mahood, who headed the commit-
The school's aim ~as to ad- tee that revised Stanford's system. · 
dress different grading practices "That's not a good use o{faculty 
among instructors, Bickel says~ time or student time." 
"The same grade in different These days, students must 
courses means different things," he drop a class by the fourth week or 
says. each quarter and can add classes 
· Because the Class of 1998 only through the second week. Re-
.will be the first to have a full tran- taken classes are marked with a star· . 
script with these grades, it's diffi- on transcripts. 
cult to say what.effectthe revised . WhileMahoodhasn'tnoticed 
system will have on students who any change in grade . distribution, 
enter the real world with the altered she says she has seen .a drop in 
traiiscript as their calling card. The students dropping classes. 
college plans to study the reactions About 20 students out of 100 
of graduate schools, employers and each quarter used to drop her Intro-
other transcript-users to see if the duction to Geology class; now it's 
system is working. . more like one or two, she says. Far 
· A faculty . committee at fewerstudentsretakeclassesaswell. 
Stanford started fine-tuning that As for students' reaction to 
school;s grading policies after. the policy changes, it's calmed c;lown 
F-less 1992-93 school year. quite a bit, Mahood says. 
Before the change, students · "There'was a grea~ hue and 
could drop a class 24 hours before cry when this started,"' she says. 
the final exam withoutthe drop ap~ "But students here are smart. You 
pearing on their transcripts. set the bar and they go over it." 
Furthermore, retakes of 
classes never sho\\'.ed up on tran-
scripts. ·· 
"We found people were tak-
..... 
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End of baseballseason means 
more than Just empty stadiums 
. ' l . i . 
OP-ED EDITOR,. 
. ' . 
Baseball season fa over and 
what baseball is all about.. It went 
seve_n games~;:: .. 
Both teams never quit. Bobby 
I'd be lying to you if I told. you I 
wasn't disappointed ... 
· Theres something about going to a baseball 
game, trapping yourself in a giant stadium and 
just forgetting your problems for a couple of 
hours while watchil}g you.r favorite team. 
· Bonilla even ·smiled a cotiple of 
times. 
Kind of makes you forget 
about the 1994 strike. Another year; another great 
season, but again, no championship 
for the Braves . 
As the cold weather sets in. 
and.the trees become bare, another 
Now I have to 'sit through the rriy first Braves game in the su,mmer I looked at the wreckage of seasol). passes with the glory that is . 
cold Cincinnati weather arid hear of 1987. the stadium arid could only think of baseball. . . 
nothing but Bengals . talk, even·· They ironically played the those many times that we ~at with Baseball to me is summer. 
though they are horrible. Chicago Cubs, both losers at the 900 other people with the same un- Whensrimmergoes,sodoesitssport. 
· Nothing against football or time. At least some things don't conditional support for a team. Marli11s fans gloat in their 
basketball, but baseball means a fot change. · · I thought of the 199~ World quick rise to the tpp. Cubs fans, 
to me. It has always meant a lot to Our stops to Atlanta-Fulton Series. once again, use the proverbial 
me. County Stadiurribecame mor~fre- MybrotherNickandlwentto phrase, "Wait 'til next year." -
There's something about go- quent as I got a little older and my it. We were sitting right behind Braves manager B-obby Cox 
ing to. a baseball game, trappfog fan status turned into a religi~ri. Marquis Grissom when he caught said .that the post seaso~. is a crap 
yourself in agiant stadium andjust · Inevermisse~aBravesgame · the final out of the World Series. shoot. That anybody can win it. 
forgetting yourprobtems for a couple on TV. My favorite player was Dale .If you see a clip of that catch, That's true and that's what makes it 
of hours while watching your favor- Murphy. · · · . look behind Grissom, you will see a so great. 
· ite te.am. I still can't figure out why I rolloftoiletpapermy'brotherthrew In basketball, h's the Bulls. 
Ever since I was born, my la.tched on to such a pathetic team. out In football, up until last year, it was 
family would go to Florida several But it: dldn 't matter to i;ne. We I also thought of possibly the · either Dallas or San Francisco. For 
times a year. were at a Braves-Cardinals gamein greatest moment a child could go the past six years in baseball, it was 
.. Since my dad is afraid. of fly- Atlanta when there were only 900 through-meeting his or her hero. supposed to be the Braves. 
ing, we drove every year, and still .. people in the stands. Mine was Dale.Murphy and I It happened only once. 
do to this day. Now that they are awesome, was able to meet him in the Braves' It's anybody's game, maybe 
On the way to Florida, we somethingismissing. I'mnotcom- lockerroomafteroneofthegames. even the Cubs-'· someday. 
would always go through Atlanta. I .- plaining, it's just that those old days My dad would take us down As I sit in the cold air, I often 
thought it was the greatest City in the in the stadium c·an 't be replaced. in the locker room after every game. check my calendar, looking for the 
world, and I still.do. · · I think it has a lot to do with I thought of the time in 1991 second week in February, the time 
. As we would dfive through the changing times. This summer, I when the Braves were 10 games when pitchers and catchers reportto 
Atlanta, we always passed went by.Fulton County Stadium for back and I told Skip Caray that the spririg training,· 
.. Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium, a the last time. Braves would win the division. He Then I check April 1, the day 
building I will never forget. OninyreturnthroughAtlanta didn't agree. when it all begins. · 
Iwasfascinatedbyitforsome frwasinruin. Theyhadtornitdown They came back and won it. It.'s a long, cold winter, but 
reason.·· forparkingforthenewTurnerField. Now the stadium's gone, knowingthaiinacoupleofmonths 
Then my dad told me about I walked all around the stadium. Murphy's retired, and the Braves the crack of the bat will be alive 
the Braves, which wasn't much. I even coerced a construction ·. are pretty good. Times are chang- again, puts me in a better mood. 
They were horrible. guy t-0 give· me four big chunks of ing. Until then, when I get that 
After five or six years of ad- the stadium. The second place Marlins won urge to see baseball, I'll put in my 
miring the building from Inter~ Theyareinmy.roomathome, the World Series. Still, Leyland 1995 Braves' video. Believe it or 
state-75 and following the team on displayed like many doctors do their , deserved it. It was a great series, not, it is soothing to me. 
TBS, my: parents fiimily took me to medical school dip!omas. both teams should be proud. It was 
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Larry Flynt's antics in Ci:qcinnati not 
. ,. .. . . , ..... · ~ 
just to sell pornographic magazines 
. ... . 
Bv JEFF DA.vis 
OP-ED EDITOR 
I'm probably going to get in 
trouble w!!h ·more than a couple 
people .after they read this column. 
Two people really come to 
mind-my mom and girlfriend. 
The reason being, I am going 
to defend Hustler magazine pub-
lisher Larry Flynt. 
Before all the male readers 
rush to pat my back because I am 
defending a well-known figure in 
the pornography business, let it be 
known I am only doing so in de-
fense of his fight against the gov-
ernment. 
Cincinnati has had a problem 
with Flynt for over 20 years. 
Last week he came back to 
the city to open his new store, which 
so happens to be called "Hustler." 
Every television station coy-
ered the grand opening and the news-
papers published· pages .·of letters 
from their readers, condemning 
Flynt: · 
On Tuesday, the council held 
an emergency meeting to amend the 
city's law regarding sexually-ori-
ented businesses. 
City council is looking for a 
way to ban stores like Flynt's from 
the city. 
However it is too late to do 
anything abQut Hustler. 
Mr. Flynt found a loophole in 
the city's law on adult material. 
Now we find ourselves in the· who are fighting Flynt would look for example. Pick up a copy and 
midst of Cincinnati vs. FlintII, as at themselves. look on the back couple of pages of 
council members, the prosecutor's Do they think they are per- this magazine. There are about 
office, Hamilton County Sheriff feet? Who are they to tell us what three 'pages of advertisements for 
Simon Lies, and members of the we can buy? It's funny. that for a strippers, male and female. 
community battle a war they should number of years, a downtown maga- These strippers are not given 
not be fighting. zine store has sold Hustler without to customers in pictures, they actu-
Larry Flynt should be allowed incident. ally come to your home or party and 
to publish whatever he wants wher- Phil Burress, presidentofCiti- dance for you-completely naked. 
ever he wants. · zens for Community Values, even So why doesn't the city have 
I don't think we' need city told The Cincimiat[ En9uirer that a problem with it? Becauseitdoesn't 
council telling us what we can and there are more serious problems in appearonthefrontpageofthenews-
can'tbuy. Grownadultsdon'tneed Cincinnati like pay-per-view adult paperlikeFlynt'sstoi-e. Ifgovern-
to be babysat. · films on cable and in hotels. ment officials would just do their 
If they. want to go in and buy a Although he too wants to tell job and not try to legislate morality 
magazine with naked women in it, us what we can and can't watch; his of its citizens, .we would be in a 
they should pe able to. point with Flynt is well taken. But much better place. 
· Flynt' s fight is based more on when it makes the news, city leaders Try legislating a completed 
that platform than selling his maga- are quick tO want to protect . highway by the ~nd of the century 
zine. Cincinnati's image of being the . instead of making laws telling me, a 
The man makes plenty of clean-cut all-American city. 22-year-old, what I cari buy and 
money already; there is never a slow These same peopie have not what is right and wrong. · 
time of the year for selling pktures picked up a copy of Everybody's Flynt shouldn't be held up as 
of nude women. Newsrecently. Youcanfinditabout some kind of martyr for the First 
I wish city council and allthose anywhere-,-the Xavier bookstore, Amendment, that's not what this is 
about. Quite frankly, the guy's a . 
little freaky to me. The fight I be~ 
lieve h.e is fighting is against those 
people who ate protesting his exist-
ence in Cincinnati. 
Suppose I don't like fanatics 
who believe they are so .much more. 
moralthan me. 
I'm not going to go down to 
their churches or government of-
fices and protest them being there. 
Just because they are a bunch 
of nuts who are so pure in their 
beliefs, doesn't mean I l;iave the 
right to tell them wha~ to think and 
do. They don't have the right to do 
so to Flynt or anybody else ... 
So, as the law stands, the Hus-
tler store will stand as a mecca for 
those sick and demented people who 
aren't perfect and moral as those in 
city council and their followers. 
· Be.cause of Flyrit, it won't be long 
before Cincinnati is infiltrated by 
prostitutes. But wait, prostitutes do 
walk the streets of Cincinnati. Okay, 
then it won't be. long before the 
Queen City has it's first rapist be-
cause of Flynt. 
You get the point. 
It's time for people to think 
about how Cincinnati's government 
is treating its people. 
Are people who live here re~ 
ally that immature that they 
shouldn't be able, by their own 
choice? to purchase an adult maga-
zine? What's next? 
I bet it won't be long before 
Hooter's is gone. 
Unarmed justice? 
. The officers of Xavier's on-campus po-
lice force_:___ formerly "Safety and Security"-are 
allowed to carry guns only at night. That is, from 
7 p.m. to 7 a.in. everyday they can carry sidearms, 
but during the other 12 hours they go about their 
business without a handgun. Aproposal is now on 
the desk of Ron Slepitza, vice president for Stu-
dentDevelopment, to change this to enable Xavier 
police officers to'carry handguns 24 hours a day. 
And why not? 
In the last couple of years, the police 
department on Xavie( s campus has been under-
going a transformation from a mere security force 
. to a fully functional police department. To this 
end, they have increased theiftraining, including 
drawing up a new Use of Force Policy. This 
transition; in order to be complete, requires them 
to not only act like real police officers, ·but look 
like them too. Allowing them to carry handguns 
is an important part of this. 
The university may be worried about the 
impression armed police on Xavier's campus 
would make to prospective students and. their fami-
lies. They might get the impression that Xavier is in 
a high crime area arid worry about the safety of the 
campus. Yet isn't Xavier a safer place with armed 
police officers rather than unarmed security offic-
ers? . 
There's also the issue of training. If, though, 
they .have the training to handle weapons half the 
day, they surely· can handle them. the other half. In 
fact, the Xavier police force is more trained in this 
area than its Cincinnati counterpart. XU officers 
must retrain for firearms twice a year; Cincinnati 
cops only once a year . 
The Xavier administration should lift the 
weapons ban, a holdover from bygone years, and let 
the new, more serious police force do their job. 
-C.A.E. 
§>@RT.! blliJa 
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The Xavier rifle· team competed in its second match of the 
season this past weekend, finishing third at the Golden Eagle Invita-
tional at Tennessee Tech. The match .was Xavier's first ii1 the newly 
formed Miwest America Rifle Conference (MARC). 
The host Golden Eagles won the tournament with a score of 
6127, and Xavier came in just behind second place Jacksonville State 
with a score of 6060. · 
Xavier's Karyn Juziuk won the individual title at the competi-
tion with a score of1551. Juziuk is a two-time All-American shooter 
for Xavier, and was part of Xavier's NCAAChampion Air Rifle squad 
in 1996. 
MARC was formed this past summer, and is composed of 
schools that rank in the "Top 1 O" nationally but do not belong to a 
conference that sponsors rifle. Xavier, Jacksonville State, Kentucky 
and West Virginia are the charter members of MARC. 
by Pete Holtermann 
Laxers s'Yeep 'Weekend 
The women's lacrosse team of Xavier was in actio_n again this 
past weekend when the Muskies travelled to West Lafayette, Ind. to 
take part in Purdue's tournament. Xavier swept its two matches to 
move to 3-1-1 on the season. 
Xavier opened the weekend by grounding the Toledo Rockets 
by a score of 8-5. In the second match of game of the weekend, Xavier 
used a strong defensive effort to dispose of the host Boilermakers by 
a score of 6-1. 
XU' s offense was led by Suzanne Hoke and Tamara Palenque. 
Meagan Conry anchored Xavier's defense, starting both games in the 
goal for the Musketeers. · 
Xavier's next games will be ~t home on Sunday, Nov. 9. Xavier 
will host Ohio Univeristy and Michigan State. 
. by Pete Holtermann 
, Xavier swims· crosstown 
Both Women's and Men's Xavier swim teams came up short in 
their season opener duel meet at Laurence Hall Pool against there 
crosstown rivals from the University ofCiricinnati. Unfortunately, 
for the third straight year the Musketeers were outmatched .having 
only one first place finisher in only one of the 20 events. 
. One of the few bright spots in the meet was women's freshman· 
swimmer Rachel Reilly. Reilly took home first place in the Women's · 
100-yard Breaststroke with an outstanding time of 1: 11. Both the 
mens and womeris team will look for better success next on Oct. 31 
atameetin Bowling Green, Ky., hosted by the University of Western . 
Kentucky. 
by Amjad Zahra 
·on Tap(IJ 
·• .......................•........... 
·· Wednesda)'. Oct. 29 •Volleyball at Dayton at 6:30 p.m. 
Tlzuisday, Oct. 30 •Men's Tennis at the Rolex Invitational-in. Champaign, 
Ill. 
Friday, Oct. 31 •Women's Soccer vs. La Salle at 7 p.m. 
•Men's Soccer at La Salle at 2 p.m. 
•Swimming at Western Kentucky in Bowling Green, 
Ky. . 
·•Men's .Tennis at the Rolex Invitational in Champaign, 
Ill. 
Saturday, Nov. 1 •Volleyball vs. Virginia Tech at 7 p.m. 
Sunday, Nov. 2 
•Rifle in the Murray State Tournament at 8 a.m. 
•Cross Country at the A-10 Championships in 
Washington, D.C. 
•Swimming at Wisconsin-Green Bay· 
•Men's Tennis at the Rolex InvitationaUn Champaign, 
Ill. 
. •Women's Soccer vs. Fordham at 1 p.m. 
•Volleyball vs. Fairfield at 2 p.m. 
•Men's Soccer at Fordham at I p.m. 
All home games are in bold 
·Home volleyball m.atches are played in 'Schmidt Fieldhouse 
Home rifle. matches are held in.the Armory 
Home soccer matches are played at Corcoran Field 
Game of the Week 
Women's Soccer vs. Fordham 
· 1 p.m. Sunday 
Corcoran Field 
Xavier will look to secure a bid to the A-10 Tournament it 
will host in two weeks with a win over the Rams: Depending on 
how otherA-10 action goes, xU could be playing for second place. 
Prior to the match, Xavier will honor its four seniors, including 
Amanda Gruber, the school's alHime leading scorer. 
Xavier studying self for 
. . 
NCAA re-certification 
. BY MATT BARBER 
co!llmitment to equity, fiscal integ- increase awareness., understanding, 
rity, academic integrity, and rules and knowledge of an area thatadds 
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR compliance. much vitality to a university." 
Overseeing each of these ar- Following completion of the 
Just as many colleges and eas will be one of four sub-commit- study by Xavier, anexternalteam of 
universities seek academic accredi- tees. Directing the program and NCAA ~eviewers will make a three 
tation and re-certification, :Xavier is sub-committees is the steering com- or four day evaluation .visit on cam-
presently taking part _in a· new pro- mittee, comprised of various uni- pus in November 1998. The exter-
gram to study the athletic program versity faculty and staff members, nal reviewers will be peers from 
for re-certification as a Division I athletic department personnel, stu- other colleges, universities, and con-
NCAA program. ference offices. They 
Unlike the inves- "T. he at.hletic department is often. inturnreporttheirfind-
tigations that the Uni-' ings to the NCAA 
versity of Cincinnati is a mysteriOUS and musundersfood Committee on Athlet-
~aking into its basket- icsCertification, an in-
ball program, the study . entity on college campuses. This dependent group who 
XU is conducting is not process will increase awareness, will determine and an-
based on allegations of nounce publicly the 
any wrongdoings. understanding, and knowledge.' university's official 
Rather,thestudyXavier of an area th~t adds much status, either certified, 
is conducting will make certified with · condi~ 
sure the university SUS- Vitality to 3 University." tions, Or not certified. 
tains the integrity it has --Ron SJepitza, vice president Looking for-
previously displayed in of student affairs ward to this process is 
itsDivisioniathleticop- --------------------- associate vice presi-
erations. Every Division I member dent athletes, students, and Xavier dent and director for athletics Jeff 
institution must undergo this pro- alumni. The steering committee is 
cess for re-certificatfon. chaired by Ron Slepitza, Xavier's 
The year-long, campus-wide ·.• vice president for student develop-
study at Xavier follows the NCAA 1 s ment. Over the summer, a member 
adoption at the 1993 annual con- of the NCAA compliance services 
vention of this program and its stan- staff met with members of the steer-
dards. This program was first at- ing committee and the fou~ sub-
tempted as a pilot project by the committees atXavier. 
NCAA and was met with huge sue- "We're confident the entire 
cess. university will benefit from this pro-
. : The NCAAhas set standards .. cess/' said Slepitza .. "The athletic 
in each of four areas against which departrnent is oft~n a mysterious 
each Division I member institution and misunderstood entity on col-
is evaluated. These four areas are lege campuses. This process will 
Fogelson. "This is a learning and 
growing process for all Division I 
athletic programs. We're confident 
that Xavier's program will meet the 
requirements set by the NCAA. At 
the same time, we're excited about 
discovering new challenges that will 
make our program stronger in the 
future," said Fogelson. · 
. Beyond the standards. which 
the NCAA has set, Xavier will also 
study how its .. ~thletics program fits 
into its mission and purpose as a 
Jesuit instituti9n. 
NCAA Division I Re-certification. 
Xavier is focusing on the 
following aspects of its 
. athletic program: 
•commitment to equity 
·f~scal integrity 
•academic integrity. 
•rules compliance 
..~ Conference Standings 
. 00~··· Through Oct. 26 
*Clinched A-JO Championship berth 
Women's Soccer* Men's Soccer Volleyball 
School A~lO Season School A-10 Season School A-10 Season 
Massachusetts* 11-0-0 15-2-0 Xavier 7-2-0 9-8-1 Temple· 12-0 18-4 
Xavier 7-2-0 12-4-0 Massachusetts 7-4-0 11-5-1 · Rhode Island 10-2 17-6 
G. Washington 1~2.-0 10-5-2 Virginia Tech 6-2-1 12~4-l . Dayton 9-3 14-7 
Dayton 6-3~0 14-3-0 Dayton 6-3-0 9-6-1 Virginia Tech 7-5 12-10 
St. Joseph's 6-3-0 11-4-1 St. Bonaventure 6-4.~0 10-6-0 Massachusetts 6-6 11-12 
Fordham 4-4-1 6-7-2 La Salle 5-4-0 7-8-1 Duquesne 6-6 11-12 
Duquesne 3-6-1 7-9-1 Rhode Island 2-5-2 4-11-2 G, Washington 5-7 14-10 
St. Bonaventure 3-6-1 8-8-1 Temple 4~5-1 10-5-2 Xavier 5-7 8-13 
Virginia Tech 2-6-1 7-8-1 Fordham· 3-6-0 7-10-0 Fordham 4-8 10-11 
La Salle 2-7-0 5-9-0 Duquesne 3-7-0 7-8-2 La Salle 2-10 11-12 
Temple 2-7-0 5~13-0 G. Washington 2-6-1 4~11::1 St. Bonaventure 1-11 3-19 
Rhode Island 2-9~0 2-15-0 St. Joseph's . 1-7-1 3-11-2 
•' •"f, r 
XU must win·to· make to_ur-ney 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN · . for 5!:,points: Her goal and point 
S E · r6fa .. isnotonlyleadtheXaviersquad PORTS DITOR -· ··· 
Two weeks ago; ~the Muske-
teer women's soccer team embarked 
on a four game road trip with an 
unblemished conference record. 
Xavier returned Sunday having split 
the matches, and needing to win at 
least one of this coming weekend's 
matches in order to secure a berth to 
the Atlantic 10 Tournament. 
One the first leg of the road 
trip, Xavier went to New England 
and beat Rhode Island before losing 
to Massachusetts. UMass has com-
pleted its A-10 schudule without 
losing a conference match, ensuring 
itself the top seed in the tournament. 
The second weekend of the 
trek took Xavier .east again for 
matches at George Washington and 
Virginia Tech. On Friday, Xavier 
scored halfway through the first half, 
and held that led through most of the 
game. However, GW scored two 
goals in the final 20 minutes to steal 
the victory. XU rebounded to pick 
.up a win on Sunday .over Virginia 
Tech by shutting out the Hokies 2-0. 
Xaiver returns home this 
weekend to take on La Salle and 
Fordham in the final two regular 
. season matches on the conference 
slate. Xavier will host the Brine 
Atlantic 10 Championship Novem-
ber 7-9, and the Muskies want to 
play in the tourney considering they 
are hosting it. "I think everyone 
realizes that if we want to have a 
successful tournament it has to start 
this weekend," said Xavier head 
coach Dr. Ron Quinn. 
All three of Xavier's goals· 
this past weekend were scored by 
senior Amanda Gruber. Xavier's 
all-time scoring leader is having a 
career year in her final campaign, 
tallying 22 goals and seven assists 
and the Atlantic 10, Gruber ranks as 
the top scorer in the nation in.both 
catergories. She is the first Xavier 
athlete to top the national scoring 
charts in any sport since XU basket-
ball star Steve Thomas led the na-
tion with an average of 28.9 points 
per game during the 1964-65 sea-
son. 
Gruber is-able to do all of this 
despite being heavily defended on 
the field. All year, and for most of 
her career, she has had to battle 
through double coverage to get free .. 
Xavier uses give-and-go plays to 
help her break into the open, and so· 
far it has been working extremely 
well. 
Quinn is not surprised at her 
success this s~ason, and credits the . 
entire team for enabling Gruber' s 
individual success. "I think she has 
a stronger supporting cast around 
her this season," he said. 
Her freshman sister Annette 
has wasted no time in following ih 
her sister's footsteps. Annette set a 
new Xavier single-season record for 
assists by setting up two of her 
sister's goals this past weekend for 
a total of 11 this year. The old 
record was held by Jodi Krauser, 
who assisted 10 gQals in the 1984 
season. 
Annette has .now assisted 
Amanda nine times this season. 
Together; they are the highest scor-
ing duo in the A-10, with'33 of 47 
Xavier goals coming from the 
Grubers. Annette can't help but be 
impressed with her sister's play. 
"She'll never let you down," said 
Annette of playing with Amanda. 
· "Youcanalwayscountonher. I've 
never played with a striker that I 
have had that much confidence in." 
Despite a potent offense led 
If you or someone you know is considering a 
law school education now or a few years from 
now, thei:1 please plan to attend the Cincinnati 
Metropolitan Law School Fair. Thirtylaw 
schools from across. the country.along with 
LSAT test preparation representatives will be 
available to answer your questions. You will 
also be able to receive catalogues, applications, 
and financial aid information. It's one stop 
shopping! This event is free and open to the 
public. 
Event: Cincinnati Metro Law School Fair 
Date: Saturday, November 8, 19.97 
Time: 11:00 a.m. to 3;00 p.m. 
Place: Harley Hotel of Cincinnati 
8020 Montgomery Road 
RSVP: Not necessary, we'll see you there! 
Panel Discussions on: 
Issues oflmportance to Minority Students ........ noon 
The ABC's of Applying to Law School & the LSAT . . 1 pm 
Financing a Legal Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 pm 
by the nation's scoring leader, Xavier 
has mustered just two goals in its 
conf~rence losses. '.'We• played 
well;" said Annette. "W ejust didn't 
put .it away when we had the 
chances." The Muskies launched 
29 shots in the two losses. 
The Muskies feel that they 
have been in every match this year, 
so they are confident about their 
chances with the tournament right 
around the corner. "No one has out-
played us this entire -season," said 
Qui~n. "I don't think we've'played 
anyone significantly stronger than 
us." 
This weekend presents two 
"must win" games for the Muskies. 
Last' season; Xavier lost its final 
conference game to Dayton, leav-
ing the Muskies at home while the 
Flyers went to the tournament. This 
year there is even more on the line 
because Xavier is hosting the cham-
pionship. "With the tournament 
being here, it is a great opportunity 
for us," said Annette. 
The top four teams in the con-
ference will receive berths to the 
tournament. UMass. has already 
clinched a bid .. Xavier must fend off 
George Washington, Dayton and St. 
Joseph's for the final three spots. 
"We just have to win t~is 
weekend," said Annette.- "There is 
no room for error." 
Women's Soccer 
George Washington 2, Xavier 1 
. Fri., Oct. 24 
South Riding Field 
Washington, D.C. 
Scoring: XU-Am. Gruber36:30; GW-Smith 
70:00; OW-Sellers (Smith) 89: 19. Shots: XU-
10; GW-7. Saves: XU-Hubbard, 2; GW-
Jensen, 6. Fouls: XU-15; GW-16. Cards: 
OW-yellow-Sellers .71 :04. Conditions: 53• 
Rain. Attendance: 49. · ' 
photo by Tom De Corte 
Freshman Amanda Gruber leads Xavier with 11 assists this, setting a· 
new single-season Xavier record. Her sister Amanda has beeti a 
reciepiant of nine of those passes, and Is now leading the nation in · 
scoring. 
62:58; VT-yellow-coach 79: 14; VT-yellow-
Dziadosz 82:38. Conditions: 53• Rain, pretty 
unpleasant. Attendance: 115. 
Volleyball 
Massachusetts def. Xavier 
6~15, 15-3, 15-12, 15-7 
Fri., Oct. 24 . , 
Cincinnati 
K: UM-71 (Meyers-26); XU-66 (Janszen, 
Osterday-17). A: UM-65 (Drennan-61); XU-
61 (Espelage-56). SA: UM-9 (Nolan, 
Hogancamp-3); XU-3 (Martin, Holmstrom, 
No. 1 Singles: Roth (XU) def. Bushman 
(EKU) 6-4, 6-3. No. 2 Singles: Porter (EKU) 
def. Guaghan (XU) 6-4, 6-3. No. 3 Singles: 
Williams (EKU) def. Klekamp (XU) 6-1, 6-
2. ·No. 4 Singles:· Hoen back (EKU) def. 
Rajendran (XU) 6-0, 6-3. No. 5 Singles: 
Doyle (EKU) def. Bates (XU) 6~2, 6-3. No. 6 
Singles: Sellars (EK~) def. Cullen (XU) 7-5, 
7-5. No.1 Doubles: Hoenback/Porter(EKU) 
def. Roth/Gaughan (XU) 8-5. No.2Doubles: 
Xavier 2; Virginia Tech 0 
Sun., Oct. 26 
Tech Park 
.. Maitner). Blks: UM-5; XU-11. Attendance: 
142. LOM: 1:59. 
Williams/Bushman (EKU) def. Klekamp/ 
Bates (XU) 9-8. No. 3 Doubles: Doyle/ 
Sellars (EKU) def. Rajendran/Culle'n (XU) 
8-0 . 
Women's Tennis 
Xavier 5, C.incinnati 4 
Thurs., Oct. 23 Blacksburg, Va. Scoring: XU-Am. Gruber 4:32; XU-Am. 
Gruber27:45. Shots: XU-14; VT-24. Saves: 
XU-Hubbard, 9; VT-Crawley, 8. Fouls: XU-
6; VT-6. Conditions: Cold, Rain. ' 
. Men's Soccer 
Xavier 3, George Washington 2 
. Fri., Oct. 24. 
Corcoran Field 
Cincinnati 
Scoring: XU-Kuiken (C. Stamper) 18:53; 
GW-M. Ferry (B. Ferry,Digger) 19:33; XU-
Kuiken (Hammerschmidt) 31:17; XU-
Spacerelli (Cooke, Bauer) 80:52; GW-Jones . 
(Zmrahl) 88:39. Shots: GW-11; XU-12. 
Saves: GW-Hadzima, 9; XU-Wesseling, 7. 
·Fouls: GW-13; XU-13. Cards: XU-yellow-
Hammerschmidt 6:51; GW-yellow-Hattim; 
XU-yellow-Spacerelli 79:48. Conditions: 45' 
Steady rai.n. Attendance: 60. 
Virginia Tech 1, Xavier 0 
Rhode Island def. Xavier 
15-3, 7-15, 15-6, 15-8 
· Sat., Oct. 25 
· Cincinnati 
K: RI-71 (McHenry~25); XU-54 (Osterday-
16). A: RI-63 (Salmans-57); XU-51 
(Espelage-48). SA: Rl~S (Noya-2); XU-3 
(Geraci-2). Blks: RI-16; XU-9. Attendance: 
175. LOM: 1:55. 
Women's Golf·· 
James Madison University 
Invitational 
Sat.-Sun., Oct. 25-26 
Basye, Va. 
Par?l 
. Team Scores: Penn State;303; James Madi-
son, 316; Xavier;328; Hartford, 328; Rutgers> 
331; Ohio, 332; William and Mary, 344; 
Radford, 353; St. Francis (PA), 369; Elon 
College, 371; Hampton, 476. 
Medalist: Holly Turton, Penn State (73) 
Xavier Scorers: TS-Melissa Beck (78); Tl2-Sun., Oct. 26 
Corcoran Field 
Cincinnati 
Scoring: VT-Warnick (Whalen) 68: 1 L Shots: · 
VT-8; XU-18. Saves: VT-Maure, 12; XU-
Wesseling, 6. Fouls: VT-23; XU.-15. Cards: 
. Melissa· Kenny (80); T20-Paula Greening 
(82); T39-Christy Fout (88); T48-Tracey 
Brown (91). 
VT~yellow-Alibaruha 17:16; XU-yellow-
~ariunerschmidt 34:54; XU-yellow-Kuiken 
Men's Tennis . 
Eastern Kentucky 6, Xavier 1 
Wed., Oct. 22 
Richmond, Ky. 
Cineinnati 
No.1 Singles: Molony (UC) def. Roth (XU) 
6-4, 6-3. No. 2 Singles: Trocewicz (UC} def. 
Palmenter (XU) 4-6, 6-4, 6-3. No; 3 Singles: 
Wolf(XU) def. Demaree (.UC) 6-0, 6-2. No. 
4 Singles: Kerr (UC) def. Sikdra (XU) 6-3, 2" 
6, 7-5. No. 5 Singles: Grambow (XU) def. 
Stahl (UC) 6-4, 6-3. No. 6 Singles: Weber 
(XU) def. Newman (UC) 6-3, 6-2. No. 1 
Doubles: Molonyffrocewicz.(UC) def. Roth/ 
Weber (XU) 8-6. No .. 2 Doubles: Sikdra/ 
Grambow ()~U) def. Demaree/Kerr (UC) 9-
7'. No. 3 Doubles: L: Fraunfelder/T. 
Fraunfelder (XU) def. Stahl/Newman (UC) 
8-3. . 
. Rifle 
Gold~n Eagle fovitational 
Sun., Oct. 26 
Cookeville, Tenn. 
Team Scores: Tennessee Tech, 6127; Jack-
sonville State,.6091; Xavier, 6060. · 
Xavier Individual Scores: Kary.nJuziuk, 1551 
(1162 smallbore', 389 air rifle); Karen 
Alexander, 1520 (1142 smallbore, 378 air 
rifle); Shari Jedinak, 1514 (1136 smallbore, 
378 air rifle); Rebecca.Brattain, 1474 (1107 
smallbore, 368 air rifle). 
Xavier tennis-a ''family affair'' 
· BY MATT MADGES feats are even more amazing, considering that 
SPORTS WRITER Jeff and Julie nevedeally took tennis seri-
ously until they came to Xavier: · 
Xavier tennis has become much more ·Jeff and Julie never imagined that they 
than a game· this season; it has· become a would be playing No. l singles for the same 
family affair. Thisyear'seditionoftheXavier school at the sametime, and it almost didn't 
tennis squad ·contains. two •sets of siblings happen. 
along.with a daughter of two·Xavier.tennis "I loved this school, and the girls on the 
alums. team, but I didn't want to come here because 
Siblings, Jeff and Julie Roth, are cur-· Jeff was here/' said Julie. "I didn't want to 
rently both playing No: 1 singles for their·. follow him." However, Julie reconsidered 
respective teams._ With their flat-out and became a Musketeer anyway, and now 
athleticisman.dcompetitiveness,JeffandJulie sees many benefits to having Jeff here with 
are leading this year's tennis squads to an her. The most important of which is that Jeff 
outstanding season so far. knows Julie's game better than anyone, and 
Jeff, a fifth year senior, played No; 1 he helps coach her whenever he has an oppor-
singles for t.he men during his sophomore tunity. 
year, but then had an injury~ridden junior Right now, the main thing on the mind 
season and was red-shirted last year. How- of Jeff and Julie is to lead their respective·. 
ever, he has recovered just in time to spend teains to outstanding seasons. However, they 
this, his final year, with his sister. are both hoping and planning' that this sum-
. Julie is a sophomore, and made ari im- mer they will have the opportunity to team up 
pact with the tennis squad as soon as she with each other and play mixed doubles in 
. stepped on the court. This season she has some tournaments .. ·· They would love to cio 
earned the right to play No. 1 singles, despite this because, even· though they have been 
being only a sophomore. playing tennis for 14 years, they have never 
Like most athletic standouts, Jeff and played or even practiced together due to the 
Julie both picked up the game of tennis ata differences in their games. Now, because of 
very young age. Jeff )earned at the age of dramatic improvement in Julie's game over 
eight and Julie at five, when their uncle gave ihe last couple of years, they each believe that 
the entire family a gift of private tennis les- their games are similar enough to where they 
sons. This was the first time any member of could have fun and be very successful playing 
the Roth family had ever picked up a tennis togeth~r. 
racket. The entire family fell in love with the The other siblings on the tennis squad 
game and from then on, would play tennis for are Laura and Tracie Fraunfelder from To-
' fun whenever they weren't involved with ledo. Laura, a junior, suffered lasfseason 
their other athletic activities. with illness and saw limited action, but has 
Jeff labels his father as the. "athletic recovered in time· to team up with her sister 
gene" of the family .and both siblings attribute Tracie, a freshmen, to play No. 3 doubles. In 
their greatathletic ability: to him,, Jeff was a. high school, the pair played in:thestatetour-
two-sport athlete in high school playing bas- nament as doubles partners twiee. · 
ketball along with tennis. Julie, along with These sisters have beei1playing tennis 
her outstanding tennis ability, was named together all their lives, andit.has become a 
"all-state" in high school for both.basketball family affair. Every year, the sisters will 
and softball. battle their parents in a grudge match for 
· In high school, Jeff compiled a total of family bragging rights, althou-gti the sisters 
75 career singles victories, which was a school claim to have won the last several meetings. 
record. Julie broke his record.three years later . Laura says they get along well, buf 
when she compiled 80 career victories. These things have gotten heated betwee~ the two on 
photos by Deena Delfosse 
Senior Jef!Roth is part of one of two sibling pairs on Xavier's tennis team this year. 
. . . 
the court. She .recalls one time in high school couldn't find a baby sitter to watch Kristen for 
when the two got into a physical altercation 
on the court during a match: "Most of the time 
we get along better on the court than off," she 
said. 
Kristen Wolf; a sophomore, .is the 
daughter of former Xavier tennis standouts, 
Marty and Mary Beth Wolf. Jim Brockhoff, 
long time coach of the tennis squad, knew that 
Kristen was destined to be a XU tennis.star 
from a very early age. He remembers that 
while her.parents were playing for him, they 
. one of the away matches, so her parents were 
. forced to take her. with them. Little did 
Brockhoff know that , about 20 years later, 
Kristen would once again be on the road with 
the team. Kristen is currently playing No. 3 
sfogles for the iady M~sketeers. 
The tennis teams hope that their family 
atmosphere can continue to unite them. The 
team has only one tournament left this season. 
Then they will take a winter break and resume 
play next spring. 
Tennis teams take time 
to prepare for Rolex 
BY MATT MADGES 
SPORTS WRITER 
·picked up victories were Kristen Wolf in No. 
3 singles, Erin Grambow in No. 5 singles, . 
Lindsay Weber in No. 6 singles, and the sister 
The Xavier women's tennis team pulled pair of Laura and Tracie Fraunfelder in No. 3 
victory from the jaws of defeat last Thurscfay doubles. 
against the University of Cincinnati. Mean- The women's final tournament of the 
while, the men dropped a match to Eastern fall season is the Rolex Irivitational in 
Kentucky and Dayton. Bloomington, Ind., Nov. 6-8 . 
. The two teams weretiedatfourmatches Jeff Roth was· one of the few bright 
. a piece with only the No. 2 doubles match still spots for the men's tennis team this past week 
to be decided. Xavier's team, consisting of as he went 2-0. · 
Gwen Sikora and Erin Grambow, was down . · ·an Wednesday; Roth defeated Rob 
in· the match 7-2, ()nly one game from defeat. Bushman from Eastern Kentucky 6-4, 6-3. 
During the changeover at this point in. On. Friday, Roth continued his outstanding 
the match, Sikora and Grambow thought about play when he defeated the No. 1 singles player . 
what they could possibly do to turn. the match from Dayton . 
. around. To find their answer, the girls did not In the team results, the XU men's team 
have to look far. · was defeated by both, Eastern Kentucky and . 
"We were cold and tired, but to see all Dayton. These two losses push the men's 
ofour team standing and cheering us on really final spring dual match record fo 2-3. 
pumped us up," said Sikora. Other XU men with victories over the 
This was all the girls needed. They weekend were Richard Garth in No. 7 singles 
came back to win t~e next seven games and against EKU, Brent Cullen in No. 6 singles 
ultimately to win the match 9-7. against UD, and Doi.lg Klekamp and Kyle 
This.decisive match not only gave the Bates in No. 2 doubles against UD. 
women's team the victory over UC, but also The men finish their season at the Ro lex 
concluded their dual matches for the fall sea- Invitational in Champaign, Ill. Nov. 7-9. 
Sophomore Julie Roth is playing No. tsiiiglesfof the Xavier wo1lten 's iennis. Her brother son with a perfect record of 5-0. Both teams will take a winter break and 
. Jeff is playing is playing in th~ No. J singles spot on the men's team. The other Musketeer women who resume their.seasons in the spring. 

A lifeless 'Ordinary' 
BY DAN FUREY 
DIVERSIONS WRITER 
The Scottish directing-pro- .. 
ducing-writing team. of Danny . 
Boyle, John Hodge, and Andrew 
MacDonald delivered with original-
ity on their firsttwo films, '.'Shallow 
Grave" and "Trainspotting". How-
ever, their approach on their first 
American feature, "A Life Less Or-
dinary" falls way short oftheir ex..: · 
pectations. 
The film s.tars two <:>f . 
Hollywood's hottest actors, Ewan 
McGregor and Cameron Diaz, but 
their talents are downsized in the 
confusion and befuddlement of the 
film's offbeat style. · 
McGregor plays Robert, a 
janitor at a giant corporation. He is . 
Cameron Diaz looks nice. 
a full-time dreamer who hopes to kidnapping itself is completely off 
write a trash-novel. On the other the wall, but not as ridiculous as the 
hand, Celine (Cameron Diaz) has circumstances that follow. Celine 
never wanted for anything in her · ends up guiding the clueless Robert 
pampered life as the daughter of every step of the way as they plunge 
Robert's boss. The two are com- into a cross-country adventure of 
plete opposites, but are somehow guns, bank robbing, and· strange 
supposed to fall in love. encounters with the Celestial Cops. 
Under normal circu~stances Somehow we are to assume 
these two souls would never cross that they are falling for one another, 
paths. Enter the "Celestial Cops" · when there really is ·no chemistry 
from heaven whose jobs are to join between the two: The movie re~ 
Robert and~ Celine together. This 
duo,· O'Reilly and Jackson, are 
played by Holly Hunter and Delray 
Lindo. Their spots in heaven will be 
terminated unless Robert and Celine 
fall in love. 
Their job is made easier when 
Robert kidnaps Celine because her 
father fir~s him from his job. The 
valves ¥OundRobert and Celine's 
supposed developing relationship. 
: Their relationship makes as much 
sense as the movie, which is none. 
After the first segment of the movie 
when Robert kidnaps Celine, the 
viewer receives no understanding 
of when~ the movie is going and 
probably like me, will not care. 
The Celestial Cops continue 
to appear throughout the movie in 
annoying fashions. Their charac-
ters make ilo sense. Hunter chews 
tobacco and cusses up a storm, .while · · 
Lindo continually .scowls through-
out the film. They are definitely not 
a match made in heaven .. They are 
an example of the uncertainty of the 
film's scr~pt and how the character-
istics of the plot are mashed to• . 
gether~This allows tliefilm to go iri ~ . 
circles and for the most part, it be-
comes unenjoyable to watch. 
The film's humor and what-
ever attempts it presents at being 
romantic are minimal. "A Life Less 
Ordinary"· attempts to be offbeat, 
like the creators' previous hits, but 
the result is that the film takes too 
many turns and winds up nowhere. 
'Todd' prides thrills ~nd chills 
continued from page I 
However, Sesma seems the 
·bitter man in the beginning of the 
tale until he gathers audience pity 
by a sorrowful rendition of the song, 
"Barber and His Wife." Aware of 
his motivation, Todd's obsession 
· with revenge is accepted but is too 
constant. Withoutdoubtorremorse, 
Todd is twQ dimensional through-
out the majority of the play. This 
occurs until the number "Final Se-
quence," whichmasterfu11y dips and 
peaks the .audience to the edge of 
theirseats. Todd'sdarkobsessionis 
·masterfully played off by the wit of 
Mrs. Lovett (Pamela Myers). · 
Pamela Myers, one of the first Hungry? 
graduates of CCM' s musical theater The great pe1f ormances are 
program, is uncanny. in the role of surprisingly rounded off with the 
Mrs. Lovett. Her comic timing and ·cripple Tobias Ragg (Robert 
wit from her entrance number keeps Creighton) whoseconvincingphysi-
the focus away from the dark side of cal ailment and characterization is 
Fleet Street background. He'r per- · empathized with the audience and 
sonalityevenmanipulatesMr. Todd the· haunting number, "Final Se~ 
in numbers such as "By the Sea" and quence." The stage design is also 
the darkly comical song "A Little well done as the backdrop of a, rav-
Priest." Mrs. Lovett' s "evil" ac- aged elock tower frames a womb of 
tions are even more subtle and ma- darkness where pie shops and parlor 
niacal than the forward throat~slit- . rooms emerge. The long minute 
ting of Todd, making her character hand Of the clock adds ii versatile 
. more perplex. ~imension to the set, shifting to be-
come a ramp, bridge or balcony. 
A warning to the weak ofhefilt 
though, Sweeney Todd's unique 
shaving technique results in graphic 
squirts of blood across the stage and 
mariy outbursts of disgust from the 
audience.··Also, beware those with 
short ·attention spans, because the 
duration of the musical is well over 
two and a half hours. 
SweenyTodd - The Demon 
Barber of Fleet Street will be per-
formed in the Marx Theater until 
Nov. 21. , · 
.Fall.Concert 
The Xavier Music Department's Concert Choir will present 
a fall concert on Saturday, Nov. 1 at 8 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel. 
The concert will feature "Mozart's Coronation Mass" and 
other selections. 
Auditions 
at the Point 
. Cedar Point is holding 1998 Live Entertainment Audi-
tiol)s on Tuesday, Nov. 4 at UC' s Tangeman University Center (4th 
Floor, Room 402) from 4:30-6:30 p.m. 
. The park is searching for performers in the categories of 
singers, singer/actors, dancers, sjnger/dancers, musicians; cos~ 
tum.ed characters, party DJs, variety performers, and puppeteers, 
and instrumentalists for keyboards, bass guitar,banjo, steel guirar, 
drums, trumpet, trombone, saxophone, tuba, fiddle; and steel drum. 
. Applicants must be at least 18 years of age by May 1998 
and should bring a head shot and a one-page typed resume to. the 
·audition. 
For more info, please call Cedar Point Live Entertainment 
at 419-627-2390. · 
.. ~l .. Gigante 
New band alert! !i ! ! 
El Gigante, featuring members of Feeder, Thistle, and Sir 
Lee will make their. debut on Saturday, Nov. 1 at Top Cats. They 
will share the bill for the Free Store Benefit. 
El Gigante will take the stage at 10 p.m. 
New Releases 
The following are scheduled for release on Tuesday: 
DJ Krush, MiLight (MoWax/London) ... GP. WU, The 
Grain (MCA) ... Adina Howard, Welcome to Fantasy 1sland 
(East West) ... Lisa Loeb, Firecracker (Geffen) ... Rappin' 4-Tay, 
4-tha Hardway (Noo TrybeNirgin) ; .. 
· ... all dates are tentative. 
Concerts A·Go Go 
Thursday, Oct. 30 
Primus 
w/ Limp Bizkit & 
Powerman 5000 
@the Garage 
Friday, Oct. 31 
702 
@ Skippers Lounge 
Saturday, Nov. 1 
Ekoostik Hookah 
@Annie's 
Sunday,Nov.2 
GWAR 
@Bogart's 
and 
Mephiskapheles 
@Bogart's 
Tuesday, Nov. 4 
Veruca Salt 
@. the Garage 
. -. 
House of Blues 
. Paint It Blue, 
Songs of the Rolling Stones 
(House ofBluesf · 
-Tom DeCorte 
Editor-in..:Chief 
Prince Paul 
Psychoanalysis 
(What is it?) 
(Tommy Boy) 
Stereo lab 
Dots and Loops 
(Elel.dra) 
This week'-s features: 
Lili Hayden 
The good ... 
':; ! 
Lili H;aydn 
·LILI 
· :(Atlantfo) 
"I had a dream when I was eight that! could play the violin," recalls 
Lili. Haydn. Seventeen years later, Haydn can not only play the violin;· 
she. can make it breathe, and dai:ice, and scream, and cry. 
Before delving into her own project, her album Lili. she o1aved and 
a:l.:urdeCI with aimmoeror acts wnose myersny umy unngs Haydn higher 
acclaim.. ·... .... >P·, -., .... .-: · ...... ,.. ··" " 
. · Haydn's passion for music has manifested it~elfin herown album . 
A playing ground for needling .violin, synthesizer experiments (vocal 
and instrumental), and Lili's nymph-like voice Gust listen, you'll under-
stand), this disc commands attention. . . . . . ' ' . . ' 
Intelligent, thought-provoking, and often emotional lyrics ice this. 
disc; making it one definitely worth an investment. "Take· Somebody 
Home" and "Real" highlight the disc and its emphasis on both the fragile 
and ferocious. 
Lili's stunning display of vocal and instrumental talent on the .. 
album should earn her due credit as a soloist, as well as a .distinctive 
sidewoman. 
-Lauren Mosko 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
and the bad ... 
The Tea Party 
Transmission 
. (Atlantic) 
The Tea Party is indeed a strange band. They combine Middle-
Eastern sitar swing with studio assembled industrialism. 
It is undeniably unique music. However, that's not to say that it's 
actually good. . 
The vocals are a vintage cheese ofthe melodram.atic Goth variety. 
·There's some great lines about sucking blood. 
Sound effect loops give these songs a vague creepy feeling, but the 
guitars are pure wank and the drums are overpowering studio facsimiles. 
Relying on production tricks is a surefire sign oflack of creativity. 
-Mark Donahue 
Diversions Writer 
Does. this look like-the same boring ad that ·W~ Learn Oracle and Visual Basic. 
· . Pursue your dream career with 
potential earni'ngs of 45k & more 
Convenient Weekend classes · 
Next class begins November 151• 
. . ' .. 
ran last ·week? Well it is, because you never 
called. Call 745-2878.n·ow and become a part 
of the Newswire staff. 
~CoriipuGen 
Learning Center, LLC 
2501 ,.......,.. lwe., CMtMIHll, Otl, .f52t9 
Phone: (!HJ) 333-0CLC (0252) 
fu: (513) 333-0407 
.,._.e:.,...,,. ... ,....,.. . .-... 
1 .... : (lppef't1111tt,ec.~l.ISA.r.-. 
lAlCOle<l near UC anJ DcaC\lllOSS 
··::-
. . . 
Golden boys in fullbloom 
Bv LAUREN MosKo 
AssT .. DIVERSIONS EDITOR 
.Do you believe in destiny? .· 
Three childhood friends (Chris 
Hunter, Michael Dale, and 'eremy 
Bra5hears) crossed paths with a guy · 
de~penite to get out of Austin, Tex. 
(Gordon Cabaniss), and another· 
· wandering north from Alabama 
(Matt Clemmons) at David 
Lipscomb University in Nashville, 
Tenn. The ·five formed the 
hom~yrods, who are now convinced 
that their meeting was destined all 
along. The Fates continue to smile 
on the honeyrods, in the form of a 
contraet with Capricorn Records, a 
new album, and a tour with Seven· 
Mary Three. 
The Newswire caught up with 
drummer. Michael Dale after last 
Tuesday'sshowattheGarage. Dale, 
a Tennessee native and self-taught 
percussionist, was amiable, articu-
late, and very enthusiasticaboutthe 
The Honeyrqds say what's up·? 
band and its accomplishments. they had been warned that our crowd 
.. .. When. asked how the. ·was tough. Dale didn't seem to be 
honeyrods chose their sound, Dale. __ worried about Cincinnati's conser-
explained that it was something that vative reputation, either. Though 
came from within all of them and the !?and members are energetic.and 
from no particular type of music. fun-lovingproductsofourveryown. 
Each membe,r grew up with differ- . 'generation JC, he considers them 
ent influences depending on where pretty conservative guys, too. He 
they· came from (Gordon was ex- . admitted that they were a little ner-. 
posed to Austin's rap and blues, vous, naturally, before takillg the 
ChrisJo.ves indie rock, Mike is alI stage at the Garage but explained 
about the old school sound of the that, "You have to turn that fear into 
Who and Led Zeppelin). Whatever aggression:· The band is like a per-
they may be labeled, please don't ·son ... and the crowd [can be like] 
compare them to another band- wolves. They smell fear, so you 
. they are aiming for a style com- havetoharnessthatfearandmakeit 
pletely their own. . work for you." 
The guys were received well ·overall, the tour with Seven 
in Cincin"1ati, despite the fact that Mary Three has been a good experi-
ence for the band, and Dale feels 
that it has really helped to boost 
their confidence. They.attribute the . 
success of this h;mr tq the way that . 
they have been treated by 7M3 and 
their crew, who spot the guys extra 
guitar strings in tillleS of crisis and . 
are just generally very cool, accord~ 
ing to Dafo. The tour is, of course, 
a great opportunityfor these twenty- . 
something rO'ckers ... "Every crowd.· 
'is an. opportunity," says Dale; 
"'We'rejusthereto seize that oppor-
tunity." And the crowd was seized. 
Ittook the Garage-goers a little while 
' , .. 
continued on page 16 
A tale of two f ol·ki.es 
_.),'_· 
Lyrics like these decry the which says, " ... true revolutionaries 
. Bv PATRICK GILLIGAN simplehonestyPaulemploysinhis don'tblowupbuildings[because]it . Back By Popular.Demand- Friday Night Fever 
GUEST WRITER· music. attracts too much attention," and. The best of '70s, '80s, '90s dance music · 
In the liner notes to Paul's " ... people don't sit around in coffee Fri. Oct. 31 - Halloween party & contest 
Stories CD, Scott Alarik, a writer shopsilndplanrevolutionsanymore, 1st prize - $2b0 . 
LastThursday,twoofthebest for The Boston Globe, comments no it's just a F@#$ you and Every Wednesday - COLLEGE NIGHT!!! 
singer-songwriters in recent history that "EllisPaul has always been a Starbuck's to go.": · Wed. Oct. 29 -. JONZEI 
visited beautiful downtown New- songwriter's songwriter. The kind Bern knows what he wants to ·Every' Sunday _ SUNDAY N.IGHT FEVER . 
port, Ky. Ellis Paul and Dan Bern . of peer respect that usually comes say, and he says it with little regard 
· T.he home of .. the best d1"sco in.town · ea<?h broughttheir trademark styles only with years of seasoning and for propriety or social or political 
toSeptember'sonMonmouthStreet. successhavesomehow_alwaysbeen correctness. Every Wed., Fri., Sun. $:LOO Drinks 
Paul opened the night with a his." ButlstillfeelthatBem'sbest Every Wed. & Fri. - LADIES NIGHT! Free 
myriad of songs from each of his As if that was not enough, work is in his ability to say the Admis&lon .for the ladies in before 1 lpm 
albums, as well as a few new ones to Bern then came out to play his set. things many of us want to say in a 
be included mi an impending re- · Qnlikethesoothingguitarand betterwaythanwecouldeverimag- * Concert Calendar * 
lease. .' melodious voice of Paul, Bern's ine, often with such a brash arro~ Sat. Nov. l - Ekoostik Hookah 
. His repertoire includes clas- strum patterns and vocal quirkiness gance, that I wonder how he gets Thurs. Nov. 6 - LA Guns & Sia tighter, $5 show 
sic folk fare, such as songs about evoke the best of 'Power Folk', away with it. Sat .. Nov. 8- Ratt, opening act Hair of the Dog 
what life is like on the road and his whatever that is: Both Paul and Bern are semi- Tickets available at Ticketinaster and Annie's 
past, current, and future loves, and . His songs. often involve cul- well known ·for. their honesty and 
of course, drinking and drugs. tural icons like Pete Rose and Bart songwritingability,yetthetwostyles 
But what is most remarkable Giamani,Elvis,MarilynMonroeand are worlds apart: Paul is simple and 
about Paul .is how he expresses his Henry, not Arthur; Miller, and even almost nice, yet Berri is gritty and 
emotions. Charles Manson or Kurt Cobrun. . painfully real. . 
Thesubjectsareordinary,but ·However, his songs are usu- Thisarticlewillneverdo-Paul 
the pres.entation .is wh~t moves youo, ally far 'from tributes, and often tell or Bern amplejustice, so I strongly 
On the· scing "3000 iniles·:~ Paul ' stories. inspired simply from ·Httle_ urge anY.one to pick up any of their 
states, "l studied a while, but col~· kriown facts aboutthese people. CDs and listen for themselves. The 
lege got in my way. I've. lear!ied. · Jarring social-criticism pep~ inscription on my CDcifPaul's that 
much more from the back.of this ·persmany ()f:IJ<!fli's songs;inch.id_. he signed simply reads "Patrick-
Greyhound bus. Believe me, I've .· ing his song about Tim McVeigh spread the word." 
been here fourteen: days." and-the Oklahoma City bombing .. · 
Mondays:· 
Simpsons 
7:30p.m. 
Melrose 
8p.m. 
Monday 
Night 
Football 
9p.m. No 
admission 
charge! 
t. oo out 
Clii-.l~MA ~!:!ILL Starting. Fri. Oct. 31 
Copland, 
Conspiracy 
Theory, & 
Scream 
: Mvvle ·1_1ne: 3!Z1-~l!Z1 'I 
Greoat Movies. Splril .. and Foci~· ; 
Now Showing thru Thurs. Oct. 23: 
My Best Friend's Wedding 
PG-13 7:25 . 
CONSPIRACY THEORY 
R . 6:45; 9:30 
SCREAM 
R 9:40 
Currently accepting 
applications for 
servers and kitchen ·" 
help 
Show Xavier ID & ~t free admiSsioil on Thursdays after 9 p.m. 
. . . . .. 
Photo of the 
Week 
lt_'s not that cold yet ... 
"Frozen In Time~'· by [)eerta -Delfosse. Please 
sendj10ur f avoritephot()S to De~na Dtdfosse, 
Photo Editor at the Xavier Newswire. _Sub-
.· missions can be dropped off at the-Newswire 
'office'.{lt the Cohen Center or mailed to on 
campi!,s._maillocation2129. All photos will 
be returned to .the photographers. · Published 
photographers will receive a prizefrom the 
Newswire vault. 
If you have 
experi~ence in 
taking pictures,, 
t, 
, 
~spe~ially in sports, 
the Newswire could 
use your help. Call 
us at-745-3607fo·r. 
details.· 
wr: c"oose: ·OUR. ~e.~s FOa. A . 
WIOE. ~Of'. REASo~, ~i:\IJ61.iG 
'FR.cM "t\.11:. CC\..QL':1 AATIOIJAL. TO 
~ OCSPE.AAi:e.t.';1 IJl:.C.o~. 
·So~~ us fJ\Al:E OUR. se.u:.C.-r10111~ 
~l<.l.lf orJ1\lE BASIS OF M\ft\)A1;.. 
lt.\1"1MAC.~ Af'IO SMl2EV llAUJES', WlllLE · 
~~SEE.to oor t>E.S"tG!.IJcnve 
LOSE.RS' \AIHOMA'tC:tt OP WITH OU'2. 
FEE.UlllC?IS Ot=. SELF·l.OATM11J6 Aiil'O 
1.1.}~U:.SSll.l:SS'.. . 
~ 
STl?AlllGE.l.-, WE. MAY BE. A1TRAC.T€0 
i"O ntose. P6ss1au; l>A'tt~S' W\{ o 
t\Rf:.1\\E. MOST" MAllJtPu1.AT\llE1 
UNSTAS\.e,o!'OoWrJli!.16K-:r 
·.. PsY Ck\OT'I c, . 
orwas it 
<-{t;ic2J~? 
' : . 
QThe Know Theatre Tribe is · d. · 
playing one~ 'ag;tl~ at 8 p.m. at the m. o. n . ay 
Kenwood Barnes·and Noble._ This · · 
is a free performance of skits and November 3 monolouges by the ex-Calendar Man 
and friends. 
s11nday 
November 2 
QAll those interested in con-
temporary issues, attend the Con-
. temporary Issues .Forum in Schott 
. 200 from 3-4:45 p.in. 'The topic of 
discussion will be Homophobia:. An 
American Problem and a Christian 
Concern. 
-----------~------------~-~~--~~-
. · ~c .i - QThe people in the Viilage s·· a·tu· r· ·d. a· y QWomen's soccer has been doing very well this season. Watch 
them continue their impressive sea-
son as they play Fordham at I p.m. 
If you are lucky, you might just see 
more records broken, or maybe just 
another ball get kicked into the stands 
of dedicated fans. 
Wb.Jl.~V want to take your blood because ·. _ .. 
· . ~ people ·in the hospital need your · tuesday 
. October29 · blood; Youwanttodrainyourblood. . November l 
November4 If you let them take the blood from 
Qinternational Coffee Hour your body they will give you spooky 
is back at the top of the charts again. 
You can experience .it live in 
Brockman Hall today at the usual 
. . . . 
time; That would be 3:30 p.m. in 
case you forgot. 
· · QThe volleyball team is on 
the road to Dayton. It isn't a long 
trip, so join them; Garne time is 6:30 
p.m. They do much better with a fan 
club, so help them.out, people. 
QMeet the cast of the Real 
·· WorldinBuengerHalllobby. They 
are real people that can tell you 
about the transition from real life 
undergrad work to real life profes-
sional work at 7 p.m. · 
QSo, you think you 're funny? 
Find out the truth at Go Bananas 
goodies and read your palm. Blood It is All Saints Day. It is a day 
·donating has it's privileges from 10 to remember all of our loved dead 
a.m.-4 p.m. in the Village Apart- ones who are now saints in heaven, 
. -
ments Office and Game Room. we hope. 
QWomen's soccer will scare 
LaSalle because Amanda Grueber 
is the leading scorer in the nation at 
7:30 p.m. Watch the frightful sight 
on Corcoran Field. 
. :- . . QVirginia. Tech is taking a 
road trip to Schmidt Fieldhouse to 
challenge the volleyball team at 7 · 
p.m. Our team needs your support. 
QXavier' s Concert Choir will 
QThe volleyball teain has an-
other game for you to go to since 
they need your. support. They do 
rnuch better when you' re there show-
ing you care. It is a short walk 
across Victory Parkway and up the 
80~something stairs . to Schmidt 
Fieldhouse. So, at 2 p.m., when you 
are waking up, take that walk to help 
them take on Fairfield. ~!®TMA~i:IQ~MA!N$T~i:li:IT. $5 feature Mozart's Coronation Mass 
for 10 bands and 15 bars from 5 in Bellarmine Chapel at 8 p.m. 
p.m.-2:30 a.m. Watch out, the next QHarold Mabern will be tak-
QA new experience will be ing the University Center Theatre at 
available for you at the Dance Hall. 7;30 p'.m. as part of the jazz piano 
The Performance. and Time Arts series. 
Halloween movi~ may be in the 
making. 
QPretty pdncess Cinderella 
is playing at the Jason Kaplan The-
atre. Shouldn't she stay inside when 
all of the evil spirits are out? 
If you feel guilty for all of the . 
' Election Day. All those that 
are registered to vote should be the 
good citizens that you are and vote 
for the most appropriate council 
membersand for the zoo, because 
animals are ~ot people, but close. 
,. Exaetly l9 weelCs until 6t 
'Patrick's .Oay for all of those 
that are Idsh ano those that want to 
be for a day. 
Q"On the road again, I can't 
wilitto get on theroad again." What 
agreat song, and better yet, you can· 
hearitlive. WillieNelsonisplaying 
at the Aronoff at 8 p.m. . 
Comedy Club. Pro/Am Open Mic Trick-or-treatinginNorwood 
Competition is from 8:30-10:30p.m. · is from 6-8 p.m. Costumes are nec-
It costs $4 to be funny at this joint. essary. Don't eat any candy that is 
That's not real funny. not in a wrapper. Remember to 
Series will be performing various . 
skits. Each will be in a different 
room of a haunted house. You tour 
the house and watch the perfor-
mances in your own order for your 
own unique experience. 
· Q Get ready for Eb&a"fik 
f.f~k atAnnie's. 
tricks you played on the kids in QLearn aboutthe Urban Ser-
Norwood on Halloween, the Lord vice Program for the spring semes-
will forgive you when you attend . ter by a panel of students who have 
the student Mass at 10 p.m. been there: In t.he Honors House, 
there will be an information session 
· Six weeks left to prepare for and refreshments from 4-5 p.m. 
all your final exams and finish your Come find out what it was like, you curse all houses that hand out tooth-
Happy 21st Birthday Beka ~br~u~s~he::;::s~a~n~d~p~e~n~n~ie~s::... ·_:_ _______ _:_ ___ ,--_..:._...;,_..:...._=~fi~n~a~l ~r~o:.i,:·e~c;;:;;ts~· ·...;·""""=-------"'-----.,..-..,...:.::m::a:::y:_:,::fi· 1-~nd~y;o~u. r=;c:::;a;ll;in=:g~·===--, 
Kohmescher. Contribute to her 
shot fund in Mt. Adams. 
thursday 
October 30 
QPre-gaming for Halloween 
is in the Down under at Happy Hour. 
From noon-3 p.m. there will be free 
food and drinks for anyone· who 
wishes to start a little early. Prizes· 
for the best costume will be given to 
encourage pre-Halloween excite-
ment. 
QNursing Society will meet 
in the Downurider to discuss doctor 
nurse relations from 9:30-10 p.m. 
Then, "E.R." will be watched for 
more ideas. 
.QDress up in a scary costume 
and save $4 at Bogart's. George 
Clinton will be getting down with 
the P-Funk All-Stars on Halloween. 
Eve. 
friday 
Q~TQft:i~~' 
.. ttA~YY ttAW.,QWaaNU ·, 
·A skeleton walked into a-bar 
and asked for a shot and a mop:-.. 
· . QFor all of those interested in · 
th~'.:lariguage of ~ove, Jhe' French :i 
.·c1hb willhaveconvershtion•tables : 
· at 11 :30 -a;m. in the Schott Buffet. 
. 1·· " ' ' ' . 
Earn MONEY and ·· . 
FREE TRIPS!! · 
Absolute Best SPRING 
TELEPHONE SALES BREAK Packages available!! 
Weare looking for fun, INDIVIDUALS, 
energetic students to staff our student ORGANIZATIONS, or 
Silverton/Kenwood calling center. small GROUPS wanted!! Call 
If you are interested in earning $8/ INTER-CAMPUS ~ROGRAMS at 1-
hr., having fun, and helping those 800-327~6013 or http:// 
. in· need, give us a · · www.icpt.com ' 
call at 794-7740. 
· EXTRA INCOME FOR '97 
Earn $500 - $1,000weekly 
stuffing envelopes. For details -
. RUSH $1.00 with SASE to: . 
GROUP 5, 6547 N Academy Blvd. 
Dept. N, Colorado Springs, CO 
80918. . 
HOUSE FOR RENT 
4 1/2 bedroom, 2 kitchens, 2 · 
bathrooms, deck, central air, nice 
backyard, 2 car ga·rage, parking 
for 4+ cars. $650/month 
SELL TRIPS '98 
Sell trips; .Earn cash, & go 
free! Student Travel Services is 
now hiring campus reps/group 
organizers. Lowest prices to 
Jamaica, Mexico & Florida. Call·1-
. 800-648~4849. 
ATTENTION XAVIER 
BUSINESS/ACCOUNTING 
STUDENTS 
Needed at once! ACCOUN-
TANT ASSISTANT for "The Body 
Shop" (hair care & skin, etc.) 10-
15 hours per week in Hyde Park 
office. Flexi.ble hours, good pay, 
and casual working environment. 
Inquire at once. Don't. miss this 
·· greafopportunity to earn extra . 
. 47.1-7623. 
. money. Call today 321-6999; ask 
for Martha or Beka. 
-i: 
FOR RENT 
THE SEVEN HILLS 
. RESALE SHOP 
Pre-Holiday Clearance Sale, 
. Tent event - Sat. Nov. 1 · · 
10a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Walk to Xavier. Newly 
remodeled .4 bedroom ho.use, 
kitchen, 1 1/2 bath, deck, FREE 
utilities. $250/month. All of house · 
must be rented for this discount. 
price. Call 281-6565 after 
4:30p.m. 
5400 Red Bank Road across 
from,the Seven Hills School. · 
Furniture, electionics,,spoi:ting 
goods, and misc. for sale .. Cal.I for 
more information 241-7977. 
HOW HIRING 
Part-time Dazzles Day Spa 
& Boutique. Flexible hours, Hyde·· · 
Park area. Call 321-5777. 
FREE T.;SHIRT 
+$1,000 
. Credit Card fundraisers for 
·fraternities; sororities & groups. Any 
_campus organization can raise up to 
NOW HIRING 
· $1 ~000 by earning a whopping $5/VISA 
application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 
65. Qualified callers receive FREET-
SHIRT. 
. ,Need books?. Want extra 
rrioney? Want to work with a fun 
a_nd flexible company?: The 
Cooker in HydePark is hiring 
energetic people .for all positions. 
Many Xavier students have 
already joined our team. Come in 
for an immediate interview. 3780 
Paxton Rd. 
SHOW ME THE MONEY!! 
The Cooker ·in· Hyde Park is 
conducting immediate interviews 
for energetic Xavier students who 
want to be shown the money. Top 
pay for all positions. Come in 
today. 3780 Paxton Rd. 
.> 
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Matchbox 20 rocks Ohio Full· bloOm· 
Current pop/rock stars Matchbox 20 made their way 
through Ohio this weekend as they made stops in 
Cleve.land and Cincinnati. Newswire Sports Editor Pete 
Holtermann tried to catch the guys at the Garage here in-· 
Cincy after the Vertical Horizon show on campus. Much 
to his dismay though, the show was sold out.· Luckily for 
us Dlversions Editor Steve Smith saw the show in 
Cleveland on Friday and took these pictures of lead 
singer Rob Thomas. - · 
'"·~·LL·OW'E!E'.N'. s .. p,E:,c:1:;,\·L 
-.. 75 WINGS FOR $19. 97 -.. 
Offer valid through Sunday, November 2nd. Na coupon necessary ... -· 
COLLEGE"-Nl.GHI! 
' I 
. ' ' 
. Every Thursday is College Night starting at 6 p.m. 
Show your college ID-for food and. drink specials. 
. •' .. 
Play NTN • Daily Happy· Hour . 
Multitude of TV's • All NFL & College Action 
2692 Madison .. Road • 35 ~ -9464 
§> Call fo~ Car..Yout! §> 
continued from page 13 
may be-it is rough for musicians to 
-keep their heads clear and stay~f o-
cii s ed on their goals, but the 
honeyrods seem to have it together. 
to get moving, butotice they did, the · · This sense of cohesion cam.es 
place was groovin'. . . . over on stage-the five work wen 
Life after the tout promises to together and project a stage pr~s­
be exciting, as wen. The band has enceofconfidericeandinnocentfun. 
plans for a few soundtrack cuts, but "When you come to a show; " 
any recording in the recent future is said Dale, "we want you _to forget 
deperidentuponhowthecurrentdisc, about what a horrible day you 
the honeyrods, sens. had ... andjust smile." 
They don't foresee any major So, if you're looking for a 
changes in group sound or style: night ofraucous tunes and maybe a 
though. They plan to simply go smile (no strings attached!), keep an 
with the flow andJollow the natural eye out for the honeyrods, and catch 
artistic progression. . them the next time they visit Cincin~ · 
"I think a band gets into nati. 
trouble when they try to pick a di- For those of you who are a 
rection," says Dale. · little more impatient, the new disc, 
·As far as life in the music the honeyrods, and their two EP's 
business is concerned, the band has (1995s self-titled release and 1996s 
definitely learned a lot. "Cha Cha Cha") are good substi-
"It' s called a business for a tutes. 
reason; It's pretty cut-throat," com-
ments Dale. "They don't sign you 
because they think you're a· nice 
guy; you're out thereto make them 
money ... you have to keep yourself 
from gettingjaded ... and the day you 
find yourself making a record, nbt 
for the music, but for the money' 
theri you're finished." 
· In an industry that caters to 
the addiction-no matter what it 
However, no packaged disc 
does justice to the honeyrods' live 
appeal. 
····. EXECUTIVE . . I 
··.-DEVELOPMENT 
ROG RAM 
For a challenging, stable and rewarding future, join the FACS Group, Inc. We provide financ_ial, credit and administrative 
services for all divisions of Federated Department Stores, Inc.- including Macy's, Lazarus, Bloomingdale's, Burdines, The 
Bon Marche, Rich's, Goldsmith's and Stern's. 
. \ 
Our Executive Development Program (EDP) offers the "best of both worlds" - you provide the leadership potential and 
independent thinki_ng and we'll-provide the training,-supervisory/interpersonal skills development and much more. As part . . ':I 
of our program, yoi.i'll.receive extensi_ve classroom and on-the-job training and the opportunity·to rotate within some of 
the following areas: 
• Systems Development •Benefits • Risk Management 
• Credit Marketing • Human Resources • Telemarketing 
• Customer Servic_e .. • Credit Granting • Collections 
• Federated Employee Services 
At FACS, we've created an environment in which you will make a real.contribution. 
The atmosphere is casual and open and there is a sense.of c_amaraderie and cohesive-
ness. We offer a competitive salary/benefits package and the opportunity for achieve-
ment; enjoyment and_ advancement 
If you are graduating in.May/June of 1998 - Discover FACS! We will be interviewing 
for our Cincinnati locatio_n on campus the following dates:'· 
Information Session Interviews 
Date·: November3, 1997 Date: . November 4, 1997 
Tline: .. 5:30-7:00 PM' 
· Location: Regis F;tooin · 
· University Center 
Sign up: Career Seniices : Office · · · · · 
FACS 
.FINANCIAL 
and CREDIT 
SERVICES 
9111 Duke Blvd. 
Mason, OH 45040 .. 
www.federated-fds.coin · ·.· 
Equal' Opportuniiy For All 
